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Exercise stress testing with or without imaging is a mainstay in the diagnosis and management of known or suspected coronary artery disease (CAD). In an era where physicians face a dual mandate of reduction of risk of CAD morbidity while also minimizing economic costs, appropriate use of stress testing may provide valuable prognostic data to guide medical therapy and to select patients for invasive angiography. In order to limit excess testing which likely are to be low yield, stress imaging is usually reserved for those with an intermediate to high pretest risk of CAD and its complications, while low-risk patients who are able to exercise may be managed with exercise EKG alone. 1 In a seminal paper by Mark et al, the Duke treadmill score (DTS), which incorporates exercise capacity, electrocardiographic ST segment changes, and exerciseinduced angina pectoris, was shown to predict survival in patients with suspected CAD. 2 Patients with low-risk scores (C5) reflecting longer exercise times and little or no ST-segment deviation had an annual mortality rate of 0.25%. In contrast, patients with high-risk scores (\-10) had an average annual mortality rate of 5%.
Other models using more detailed clinical and exercise data have been developed and have even greater performance for diagnosis of CAD and for risk stratification. 3 This approach has previously been endorsed in AHA/ACC guidelines for the management of chronic stable angina which recommended medical management for those with a risk of cardiac mortality \1% per year and invasive angiography for those with a risk of cardiac mortality C3% per year. 4 For those with 1-3% risk of cardiac mortality, stress imaging was recommended.
Supporting this approach, exercise testing-derived measures of functional capacity are powerful predictors of prognosis, irrespective of age, gender, or symptoms. [5] [6] [7] [8] High exercise capacity along with optimal medical therapy has been associated with excellent prognosis, even without revascularization. 9 Furthermore, in the CASS registry, exercise parameters were useful in risk-stratifying patients who would derive the most benefit from CABG. 10 Specifically, the benefits of CABG were largely confined to those with the poorest exercise capacity. Low exercise capacity patients who underwent CABG had an approximately 31% lower mortality than patients managed medically.
While maximum exercise capacity and ECG changes offer great insight into the presence of obstructive CAD and the risk of adverse cardiovascular events, noninvasive diagnostic imaging, particularly nuclear myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI), provides far more sensitive and detailed delineation of the extent of at-risk myocardium. To date, an overwhelming body of evidence has established that a normal or low-risk exercise nuclear MPI is associated with a \1% per year risk of hard cardiac events. [11] [12] [13] In a large meta-analysis, the 12 These rates remained low even in subgroup analyses of patients with an elevated pretest probability for CAD, such as a positive exercise treadmill test. Conversely, high-risk features such as reversible perfusion defects C10% of the myocardium, LVEF \45% or post-stress LVEF reduction, transient ischemic LV dilation, increased lung or right ventricular uptake, and abnormal coronary flow reserve correlate with worse outcomes. 14 Furthermore, there is a close relationship between exercise capacity and ischemia on MPI. Generally, the rate of ischemic perfusion scans is inversely proportional to exercise capacity. Bourque et al showed that patients with high exercise capacity (C10 METs) had a very low prevalence of clinically significant ischemia (defined as C10% of the left ventricle) and low rates of adverse cardiac outcomes. 15, 16 In another series of lowrisk patients undergoing exercise testing with thallium SPECT imaging, functional capacity and stress defect score were both independent predictors of all-cause mortality, although functional capacity was the strongest predictor. 17 Moreover, individuals with high-risk DTS on exercise testing but normal MPI also had low hard event rates. 18 In this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology, Koh et al investigate the incremental prognostic value of exercise testing and MPI parameters when added to clinical variables for all-cause mortality in two distinct subsets of patients referred for clinically indicated stress nuclear perfusion imaging: patients with suspected CAD and those with established CAD. The primary conclusion is that the value of exercise parameters was largely confined to those with suspected but not established CAD, and the value of perfusion imaging was largely confined to those with established CAD.
The conclusions of this study need to be viewed in the context of the cohort examined. The study comprised 6702 patients with suspected and 2008 patients with known CAD evaluated at a single center in Singapore during a three-year period. In the suspected CAD group, 87% of patients had low-risk DTS and only 3.5% had moderate to severely abnormal MPI based on summed stress score. Patients with known CAD had similarly low-risk DTS, but 24% had abnormal MPI. All-cause mortality was low in both cohorts, occurring in 1% of patients without established CAD and 2.2% of patients with established CAD, respectively. Multivariable predictors of adverse outcome in both groups included age, male sex, [2 cardiovascular risk factors, DTS, summed difference score, and LVEF. In evaluating a series of models comprised clinical variables, clinical variables ? DTS, and clinical variables ? DTS ? MPI, the addition of DTS to clinical variables in patients with suspected CAD significantly improved the prognostic model (P = 0.001), whereas MPI parameters did not (P = 0.10). In contrast, for patients with established CAD, the addition of DTS to clinical variables did not result in incremental prognostic information, whereas the addition of MPI strengthened the model. This study also employed net reclassification improvement (NRI) analysis which is a relatively novel statistical methodology for quantification of the potential clinical impact of additional information from testing. 19 NRI is computed as the sum of two fractions: (1) the percent of subjects who experienced the outcome in whom risk estimates were correctly increased with the additional test data (NRI for events) and (2) the percent of subjects who did not experience the outcome in whom risk estimates were correctly decreased (NRI for non-events). Koh et al report both of these fractions separately as well as their sum. A positive NRI indicates favorable risk reclassification, so it may be somewhat confusing to readers that the authors of this study have chosen to report a favorable NRI for non-events as a negative number, the inverse of usual practice. Another caveat of this study is that the authors have computed NRI in a manner which ignores the time interval from SPECT MPI to the outcome and the possibility that not all patients were followed for equal duration. Adaptations of NRI to address this have been developed in the statistical literature and may have resulted in somewhat smaller estimates for NRI and wider confidence intervals. 20 Importantly, NRI is most useful when clinically established risk categories are available. In this study, the authors adapted cutpoints defined in the 1999 ACC/ AHA guidelines for management of chronic stable angina as has previously been done. 4 The 1 and 3% cutpoints defined in these guidelines for low, intermediate, and high risk are based on cardiac mortality, and generalization to all-cause mortality as was done by Koh et al may introduce further biases. Although approximately half of mortality in most societies is due to cardiovascular causes, this may vary greatly by age and gender. Nonetheless, it is likely that even more patients in this paper would have been assigned to lowrisk categories if cardiac mortality data were used.
The results of the net reclassification analysis in both cohorts are summarized in Fig. 1 . Pre-DTS, nearly all (90%) patients with suspected CAD were in the lowrisk category with only a fraction in the high-risk group (Fig. 1A) . As noted, if cardiac mortality had been used instead of all-cause mortality, an even smaller percentage would likely have been classified as high risk. Overall, there was minimal reclassification in the lowrisk category with the addition of DTS (only 2% were reclassified as intermediate risk). Similarly, only a small minority (16%) of high-risk patients were reclassified based on DTS. As expected, the additional value of DTS was more substantial among intermediate-risk patients. Approximately, one in four intermediate-risk patients was reclassified, largely to low risk. Importantly, the 4% of intermediate-risk patients reclassified as high risk based on DTS had a 20% mortality during follow-up of approximately three years.
In patients with established CAD (Fig. 1B) , the majority were low risk based on clinical variables and DTS (62%) and only 38% were considered intermediate risk. Importantly, no high-risk patients were identified based on clinical variables and DTS. Again the greatest risk reclassification was seen in patients with an intermediate pre-MPI risk. Approximately, 2 in 3 intermediate-risk patients were reclassified as low risk based on MPI findings, and these patients only had a 1.3% mortality during follow-up. Conversely, observed mortality rates among those who remained at intermediate risk and those reclassified as high risk based on MPI were similar (4.5% and 5.3%). Very few low-risk patients were reclassified, although there was a 25% mortality among the 2% of low-risk patients reclassified as high risk based on MPI findings.
As expected, the results of this study reconfirm that patients with suspected or established CAD who are low risk based on clinical factors and DTS are unlikely to have significant ischemia on MPI and have a favorable prognosis. A key finding of this analysis is that much of the added prognostic value of SPECT MPI is contingent on suitable pretest risk of CAD-a recapitulation of Reverend Thomas Bayes' Theorem. Although this study did find that even among patients with low risk based on clinical variables and DTS, those with abnormal MPI are more likely to have adverse outcomes, this finding was quite rare. Importantly, the findings also demonstrate that the greatest incremental value of MPI in risk assessment is through downgrading risk status in intermediate-risk patients, particularly in those with established CAD. Indeed, the proportions of patients reclassified to a high risk based on either DTS or MPI in both cohorts were low, underscoring the importance of careful pretest assessment of risk.
There are several important limitations of this study. First, the low observed event rate raises concern for possible overfitting of the multivariate model. Moreover, the patient population was a geographically homogenous group from a single center in Singapore which may not be generalizable to other populations. The high proportion of low-risk DTS suggests that referral patterns and lifestyles may be different from that seen in many U.S. centers.
To further place the results of this study in context, the incremental prognostic value of exercise stress MPI has previously been analyzed in large cohorts. Hachamovitch et al found that while overall disease risk was low (hard event rate 1.8%) in patients with no previous evidence of CAD, myocardial perfusion SPECT did indeed have additional prognostic information beyond clinical and exercise variables. 21 Potentially, the lack of benefit of MPI in the present study may be due to limited statistical power in the study of Koh et al due to the small number of clinical outcomes.
In the end, achieving an optimal balance between incremental prognostic value from diagnostic stress testing and avoidance of costly but low yield studies will always require careful selection of appropriate patients based on global pretest risk assessment. In the absence of unusual circumstances, low-risk patients defined by clinical variables and exercise capacity will experience low rates of adverse events and are unlikely to benefit from non-invasive imaging. The greatest net benefit and post-test reclassification will almost always be seen among intermediate-risk patients-a recapitulation of Reverend Bayes' theorem.
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